


The variables  

 the attributes or properties we measured  

The data items  

 the samples 

(observations) 

we obtained 

from the 

population of 

all instances   

One data item 



Car performance metrics 

 

or Survey question responses 

 

or Patient characteristics  

 

…. 

Car models 

 

or Survey respondents  

 

or Patients 

 

…. 

One data item 

Also called the Data Matrix 



Find some interesting data on the web 

 something that challenges and interests you 

 there are many data sources on the web 

 use Google and some imagination (see also next slide) 

Criteria for selection 

 at least 250 data points (observations) 

 at least 8 attributes 

 the more the better (you can always reduce it) 

Deliverables  

 2-3 page report that describes the data and justifies your choice 

 see last slide for ore detail 

Due date 

 Friday, September 16, 11:59pm 



Kaggle – lots of data for data science 

NYC Open Data – all kinds of data related to NYC operations 

Kaiser Foundation – numerous data related to public health 

Data.gov – open data site with US government data 

Forbes – site with links to data sites 

Data Quest – another site with links to data sites   

Quandl – mostly financial and economics data 

Open Data Inception – map w/data portals around the world 

World Bank – collection of global development data 

UCI repository – site that has been around for a long time  

Analytics Vidhya – another site with many links to data sites 

Wikipedia also has lots of data in tables 

https://www.kaggle.com/
https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
https://www.kff.org/
https://www.data.gov/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/02/12/big-data-35-brilliant-and-free-data-sources-for-2016/#50543f80b54d
https://www.dataquest.io/blog/free-datasets-for-projects/
https://www.dataquest.io/blog/free-datasets-for-projects/
https://www.dataquest.io/blog/free-datasets-for-projects/
https://www.dataquest.io/blog/free-datasets-for-projects/
https://www.quandl.com/
https://opendatainception.io/
https://data.worldbank.org/
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/11/25-websites-to-find-datasets-for-data-science-projects/
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/11/25-websites-to-find-datasets-for-data-science-projects/
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/11/25-websites-to-find-datasets-for-data-science-projects/




Some advice 

 avoid datasets where the majority of data is categorical (not overly 

exciting for binning, clustering, and so on) 

 if an attribute is categorical it should have at least 6 categories 

 convert textual categories into numbers by assigning a numerical ID 

 aim for datasets with more than 250 data points and 8 attributes 

 if your dataset is larger, pick 250 sample points at random (for now) 

 if you have too many attributes keep the ones of interest (prefer 

quantitative attributes) 

 if the data set has text, images, video, logs, etc. convert them to 

numbers via appropriate mechanism as discussed in class (this 

would be an advanced task, so you may want to avoid data like this) 

 produce a spreadsheet of rows (data items) and attributes 

(columns) 

 



Fusing data from two (or more) sources can yield interesting 

datasets 

 you would have the same data points, just more attributes --> the 

attributes from both datasets 

 goal: find two or more datasets that can show cause + effect for 

some theme 

 

Examples: 

 a dataset with crime data for all US States + datasets with state-wise 

average incomes, education levels, or unemployment rates might 

provide interesting insights on the causes of certain crimes 

 a dataset with the weather per day at a set of cities + a dataset that 

has the on-time performances per day for the airports in these 

cities may provide insight on the reasons for the time delays  

 





The spreadsheet (one sheet) with all your data (10 points) 

 

Explanation of each attribute (at least 8) (5 points/attribute, up to 10 attrib.) 
 if numerical, how many values does it have, approximately   

 if categorical, how many categories does it have (levels, like red, green, blue...) 

 need to describe what the attribute is all about to earn the points  

 

Information about the dataset(s)  
 name the source(s) of the dataset(s) with URL (10 points) 

 does it have at least 250 data points? (10 points) 

 10 extra points if it has 500 points or more  

 20 extra points if you fused two or more datasets together  

 

Justification of your choice of data 
 why are these data interesting ? (10 points) 

 up to 5 hypotheses on what you might find and will prove/disprove by ways of 
visualization (5 points for each reasonable hypothesis, up to 5 hypotheses) 


